ICE = Ibanez Custom Electronics

2BAND EQ

GWB with EQB-GW II
- Bass Boost/Cut
- Balancer
- Volume
- Treble Boost/Cut

SDB with ICE
- Treble Boost/Cut
- Balancer
- Volume
- Bass Boost Cut

SRMD with ICE
- Balancer
- Volume
- Bass Boost Cut
- Treble Boost/Cut

SRX
- Discontinued Model

TMB100 with ICE
- Bass Boost/Cut
- Balancer
- Volume
- Treble Boost Cut

TMB300 with ICE
- Bass Boost/Cut
- Balancer
- Volume
- Treble Boost Cut

TMB with ICE w/EQ bypass sw.
- Bass Boost/Cut
- Balancer
- Volume
- Treble Boost Cut (Passive Tone Control/EQ off)

TMB Switch Function
- EQ on
- EQ off

Neck Side Coil
- Series
- Tap

Bridge Side Coil
- Neck Side Coil
- Series
- Tap

ICE = Ibanez Custom Electronics